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Much of the work done during the latter sixteenth and seventeenth century is still considered the foundation of
the major fields of modern science, including physics, chemistry, biology, and astronomy. The Protestant
reformation had a huge impact on European society, culture and politics. Burke, J. Merton, R. With the rise of
the Renaissance , new interest sparked in reference to the physical world. Give specific examples of how these
movements affected the arts. Church doctrine. Mullinger, J. Although literature and art were important
influences, science also caused change. Such influences, combined with the decreasing reliance on the
traditional teachings of the Church, led to a period of philosophical activity unparalleled in modern times. By
contrast, the Greek and Roman gods were frivolous and capricious, and Buddhism offers awe and silence in
the face of the unknowable. Citizens of western civilizations had previously used religion as the lens through
which they perceived their beliefs and customs in their communities. The impact on authority was great and
lasting in its effect to the world. Other notable fellows such as John Wilkins, who was a founder of the
invisible college and precursor to the Royal Society, proclaimed the experimental study of nature to be a most
effective means of begetting in men veneration for God Merton, , p. The Scientific Revolution ended around
the late s. The most global, short term effect of the reformation was the reevaluation of beliefs, and, as a result,
the loss of Martin Luther and Phillip Melanchthon's Contributions in Educational Reform in the Protestant
Reformation words - 13 pages Martin Luther and Phillip Melanchthon's Contributions in Educational Reform
in the Protestant Reformation The life of Martin Luther is frequently studied and his ideas are widely known.
The Renaissance sparked advances in Art, and Architecture. Table of Contents Overview The Middle Ages
were long centuries of stability in the intellectual world. The Church emerged as the central power in Europe
and began to dominate every facet of daily live. Kepler identified the orbits of the planets were ellipses ovals
not circluar as Copernicus had thought We can investigate the influences of this puritan ethic further to see if
they were conducive to science, by looking at the scientists of the period, and their subsequent attitudes, by
doing this we can see if their personal values instilled in them by their faith had any impact upon their
scientific works. London: Hachette Book Group. What brought us to our thinking of today? Through
experimentation and mathematical proofs, science would evolve into the world we see around us today The
period leading up to the Enlightenment was a transformation of understanding. Among the group of ten
scientists who formed the nucleus of the body that was to become the Royal Society, seven were strongly
puritan and Paul Smyth Birkbeck, University of London sixty two percent of Royal Society members in were
clearly puritan by origin Hooykaas, , p. Kuhn, T. Following centuries of religious and political unrest,
countless wars, and the infamous Black Death, which ravaged through nearly one third of the European
population, Nicolaus Copernicus set off the Scientific Revolution in with his publication of De revolutionibus
orbium coelestium.


